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obtained by determining the specific gravity (with the picnometer) and the
fineness (by sieving or better by shaking with a liquid, using, for instance,
Chancel's sulphurimeter: see Vol. I, p. 112), and by microscopic examir
nation. For one and the same kind of pigment, the covering power becomes
greater as the specific gravity diminishes and as the fineness increases and
is greater if the structure is amorphous than if crystalline.
With some pigments the transparency, that is, the inverse of the covering
power, may be required. This is judged by the same tests as are indicated
above for covering power, or better by spreading the pigment, suitably
diluted with oil or gum, on a sheet of glass and placing the latter when dry
on a white paper with sharp black lines marked on it with Indian ink. The
greater the transparency the clearer will the lines appear.
3.	Fastness to Light and Atmospheric Agents.—These tests also
are carried out in comparison with a standard colour.    The stability towards
light is tested on the pigment either alone or mixed with a medium (gum
solution, linseed oil, or something else according to circumstances) which
has no action on it (see later, paragraph 7).   A certain quantity of the
pigment under examination and as much of the standard are spread near
one another on wood or other material;   where mixed colour is used for
the test, it is first allowed to dry in a dark place.   The two test surfaces,
protected by a sheetJof glass and half covered with a black card, are them
exposed to a bright light (preferably direct sunlight), observations being
made from time to time of the changes in colour undergone by the part of
the colour exposed to the light, in comparison with the covered part and
also with the standard.   In some cases alteration is detectable after one
or several days, but often the lapse of weeks and sometimes of months or
years is necessary.    In ordinary cases it is sufficient to ascertain if the tint
has altered, and if so to what extent, after a predetermined time chosen
for each pigment as a result of experience.
The test of stability towards atmospheric agents is more uncertain,
since the possible causes influencing the pigment—action of the air, mois-
ture, variations of temperature, etc.—are very variable. An approximate
criterion of such actions as a whole may be obtained by exposing a certain
amount of the pigment and an equal amount of the standard to the air in
a place which is covered and feebly illuminated but communicates with
the air and is not subject to extraneous gaseous emanations ; observation^
are made from time to time to ascertain if the pigment undergoes change^
in comparison either with the standard or with the same pigment kept in
a full, tightly closed.vessel.	„	.•"••;
4.	Fastness to Chemical Ageixts.—The tests.here required
with the nature of the pigment and the uses to which it is to be put.
the more common^are tests of stability towards:
(a) Lime: this is carried out with colours to be used for frescoes. If
the pigraent does not change in tone or dissolve when mixed with a paste
of slaked lime, it is^stable to lime ; to be utttisable in this way, however,
the colour must, after drying, be stable to light and atmospheric
agencies.	,	' •
.: (b) Alkali i   i gram of the material is shaken with 10 c,c, of normal

